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There’s something different about the South Korean government as the National Assembly starts 
a new session this week (May 30) – it is divided, with a fragmented opposition for the first time 
since 2002. It will stay that way for the remaining 19 months of Park Geun-hye’s presidency, 
which, for her, is likely to be the most difficult period of her five-year term. The division leaves 
South Korea poorly suited to develop new strategies and thinking to cope with changes in North 
Korea, China and, possibly soon, the U.S. These changes are hurting South Korea, leaving it in 
need of bold responses. But it is unlikely to get them as Park seeks to preserve what remains of 
power while her political opponents position for the next presidential election in December 2017. 
  
In North Korea, the Kim Jong Un regime accelerated its weapons program and stiff-armed virtually 
all engagement, diplomatic and military, with Seoul. As a result, after North Korea tested a nuclear 
weapon in January, the Park government protested by closing the Kaesong Industrial Complex, 
the last project initiated in the Sunshine Policy era of 16 years ago and a source of South-to-North 
wealth transfer. South Korea also helped pass stricter sanctions on North Korea at the United 
Nations. Park still has plenty of time for a break in diplomacy with the North but, to date, she has 
been treated far worse by Pyongyang than any other South Korean leader in 20 years. There are 
no signs from Kim Jong Un that he is interested in any interaction with the South. There are not 
even signs of not-so-secret talks that characterized interaction between Lee Myung-bak’s 
government and North Korea. For Park, the result is fewer options to press forward on the 
country’s main geopolitical issue or to use it as a distraction from South Korea’s difficult economic 
issues. 
 
And those economic problems are best framed by South Korea’s export difficulties with China, its 
leading export destination. South Korea’s shipments to China fell about 15% by value during the 
first quarter and nearly the same during the second. Business and government leaders in Seoul are, 
after originally forecasting a short-term drop and recovery, recognizing that growth of 7 percent 
or more is no longer realistic for China. Instead, China appears to be undergoing the slow motion 
change that happened in Japan in the 1990s and South Korea more recently – in which control of 
capital shifts from government and big companies to consumer households. That could take years 



 

 

to play out, a period in which demand for South Korean parts and goods will be growing far more 
slowly – or worse shrinking, as lately – than South Koreans became used to. China’s growth helped 
South Korea quickly lift itself from the 2008 global economic downturn. Now, South Korean 
exporters must find other markets to help. Park’s recent visits to Iran and countries in Africa are 
emblematic of that search. 
  
Then, there is the rise of Donald Trump in the U.S. Even though he is far from assured of becoming 
the U.S. president in this fall’s election, his scapegoating of South Korea over military cost sharing 
sends a signal that people of all political stripes in Seoul are ready to exploit: that the U.S. may not 
turn out to be a long-time security partner. On the right, such a signal leads to admonitions that 
South Koreans should do whatever is needed to keep the U.S. on its side. On the left, it leads to 
calls for more nationalistic behavior and friendlier relations with China and North Korea. 
 
Trump says he wants South Korea to pay all the costs for having U.S. troops on the peninsula or 
else, he implies, he’ll move them out. If that were to happen, South Korea’s defense strategy would 
change significantly. It would develop nuclear weapons to counter North Korea’s nuclear threat. 
And it would like build a bigger contingent of professional, or career, soldiers rather than rely on 
low-cost conscripts, as it does now. The result is that its defense spending would likely skyrocket 
from its current level of 2.6 percent of its GDP, or around 40 trillion won ($35 billion). In previous 
moments of tension with the U.S., in the late 1970s and early 1990s, South Koreans have estimated 
the country’s defense spending would double without a U.S. troop presence. 
 
Even without considering the economic effect, South Korea’s opinion-makers have grown alarmed 
since the Indiana vote in early May knocked out Trump’s remaining GOP rivals. “Didn’t even 
Germany — a country famous for reason, rationality and logic — pick Adolf Hitler as their leader 
through a democratic election in the early 20th century?” the right-leaning Joong Ang Ilbo asked 
at the time. “It’s tough to imagine what our foreign affairs and security situation would look like 
without the United States, but we can’t take the current structure as gospel anymore,” the left-
leaning Hankyoreh wrote in an editorial just after the Indiana vote. 
 
Meanwhile, the conservative Saenuri Party’s loss of its majority control of the National Assembly 
was largely ascribed to anger among South Koreans with the lackluster growth of the country’s 
economy. And yet, none of the leaders of Minjoo Party, which has a plurality lead in parliament, 
nor the People’s Party, built around former businessman Ahn Cheol-soo, have put forth a clear list 
of priorities on the economy. For a brief time in February, the Minjoo Party even said it would 
adopt growth as a priority, long the focus of Saenuri and its politicians.  
  
With the Minjoo Party at 123 seats and Saenuri at 122 in the new assembly, the Peoples Party 38-
person delegation has the ability to swing legislation. And Ahn, a businessman-turned-professor-
turned politician who fared well in presidential polls for much of 2012 and ran a brief campaign 
that fall, is now leading the early polls for the 2017 race to succeed Park as president. 
 
Ahn’s popularity could bode well for seekers of structural reform and a return to growth in the 
South Korean economy. In 2012, his economic advisers included Jang Ha-sung, a finance 
professor at Korea University and a corporate governance expert well respected by international 
investors. Jang helped focus Ahn on the country’s eroding growth potential, which was clear in 



 

 

2012 and has become a more acute problem today. They were concerned that the country had 
become too reliant on the big business groups, or chaebol, and that it was no longer growing 
companies from scratch as it once did. 
 
As president, Park has repeatedly noted the structural issues faced by the South Korean economy. 
Her most aggressive initiative, dubbed “labor reform,” attempted to tackle the difficulty that 
companies have firing people, a problem that has led to a two-tier system of “regular” and 
“irregular” workers. The latter group churns through the Korean workforce with less pay and fewer 
benefits. Employers tend to let them go before reaching the two-year mark where they would 
automatically be entitled the higher wages and rights of regular workers. That effort to create labor 
flexibility has stalled in the assembly. 
 
It’s likely nothing will happen on the labor issue or other economic matters this year or next in 
South Korea. Because South Korea’s executive branch, rather than members of parliament, usually 
put forth legislation, the prospect for new ideas emerging from the Park administration to a hostile 
assembly is low. And with the presidential election coming next year, Ahn and his colleagues in 
the opposition parties may choose to play it safe and not put forth bold ideas either.  
 
And so South Korea would be directionless at what seems to a rougher time than it faced with the 
global downturn in 2008, when it was one of the few major countries to avoid recession. Its 
belligerent neighbor North Korea is surviving without having to depend on it – or even talk to it. 
Its export-driven economy is captive to customers, including its biggest China, that aren’t buying 
as much. And its good friend the United States may elect a president who is willing to turn his 
back on it for no good reason at all. 
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